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Abstract— Class-imbalanced datasets often contain one or
more class that are under-represented in a dataset. In such
a situation, learning algorithms are often biased toward the
majority class instances. Therefore, some modification to the
learning algorithm or the data itself is required before attempting
a classification task. Data augmentation is one common approach
used to improve the presence of the minority class instances and
rebalance the dataset. However, simple augmentation techniques
such as applying some affine transformation to the data, may
not be sufficient in extreme cases, and often do not capture
the variance present in the dataset. In this paper, we propose
a new approach to generate more samples from minority class
instances based on Generative Adversarial Neural Networks
(GAN). We introduce a new Multiple Fake Class Generative
Adversarial Networks (MFC-GAN) and generate additional sam-
ples to rebalance the dataset. We show that by introducing
multiple fake class and oversampling, the model can generate
the required minority samples. We evaluate our model on face
generation task from attributes using a reduced number of
samples in the minority class. Results obtained showed that
MFC-GAN produces plausible minority samples that improve
the classification performance compared with state-of-the-art AC-
GAN generated samples.

I. INTRODUCTION

Face images generation and face image attributes clas-

sification are essential area in computer vision. These are

used in face verification systems [11], face reading [18] and

activity recognition [21]. These systems train a model on

a carefully compiled training data and replicate a similar

performance on a real problem. However, the diversity of the

images collected (such as background, pose, scale and others)

and class imbalance hinder the models from achieving this

objective. Class imbalance problem is a common occurrence

in security, health and banking domain. This occurs when the

different classes are not equally represented in a dataset.

Class imbalance problem could be addressed at the data

level to ensure equal representation of classes during training.

Under-sampling and oversampling are the popular data re-

sampling techniques used to rebalanced the dataset at data

level. While these two have been successfully applied, under-

sampling may discard important points while oversampling is

prone to over-fitting [2]. Algorithm approaches adjust learning

objectives to account for different losses during training.

However, deciding on the cost matrix can be tricky in real

application [10].

Data augmentation is a commonly used technique in classifi-

cation that reduces the effect of class imbalance problem at the

data level. Augmentation improves generalisation by creating

more samples needed in rebalancing the classes. However, in

extreme imbalance cases augmentation may fail to produce

enough variations in samples. Moreover, augmenting face

image attributes like hair colour, gender, eyeglasses or smile;

presents a more challenging task for simple augmentation tech-

niques [17]. A realistic approach will be to train a generative

model that can capture these facial attributes while generating

plausible samples that are suitable for augmentation.

The recent advances in generative modelling have seen the

generation of high-resolution images with high fidelity that are

indifferent from the original training data. This development

created an opportunity to resolve the problem of bias and

class imbalance problem in datasets by generating synthetic

samples for augmentation. The challenge here is that a gen-

erative model trained on a class imbalance dataset may not

necessarily capture the actual data distribution, especially in

extreme conditions. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

are state-of-the-art in image generation and Conditional GAN

(C-GAN) [14] offers a class-specific sample generation from

labels. However, GAN like other neural networks when trained

on imbalance classes is affected by this problem. For instance,

both Auxiliary Classifier GAN (AC-GAN) [16], C-GAN and

GAN [5] avoid generating minority classes in extreme class

imbalance cases [13].

In this paper, we propose a novel Multiple Fake Classes

GAN model (MFC-GAN) for performing image generation

from imbalance classes. Few Shot Classifier GAN (FSC-

GAN) [1] implemented multiple fake classes but the sam-

ples generated were not suitable for augmentation. This is

because FSC-GAN sample had artefacts or white noise patches

in images. Moreover, preliminary investigation revealed that

FSC-GAN suffers from class imbalance problem and fails

to generate minority class samples in extreme cases. MFC-

GAN generates class-specific samples through generator con-

ditioning. In addition, the model implements a classifier which

isolates real samples into real classes and fake samples into

multiple fake classes. MFC-GAN is trained with a modified

objective and we demonstrate that class imbalance problem

could be addressed through re-sampling of the minority class.

The proposed model was evaluated on face image generation

problem from face image attributes that are under-represented

in the CelebA dataset. CelebA attributes are represented as

binary labels describing the presence or absence of a face

feature such as beard or no beard. The images distribution

across these attributes varies significantly thereby creating

a class imbalance problem. We explored this problem and

created more scenarios by reducing the number of samples in



the minority classes. Our experiments considered two minority

classes namely, eyeglasses and goatee attributes. We study the

generation of samples from reduced number of instances in

these classes. Furthermore, the generated samples were used as

augmentation set to rebalance the classes and improve classi-

fication performance. We compare MFC-GAN performance in

generating additional minority samples to state-of-the-art AC-

GAN. The results obtained showed that MFC-GAN performs

better than AC-GAN model on different classification metrics.

Our contributions in this papers are as follows:

• Multiple Fake Classes GAN model (MFC-GAN) for gen-

erating additional samples of face images with specific

facial attributes in extreme imbalance scenario

• Apply the generated samples to rebalance the dataset

and improve classification performance in relation to the

under represented attributes

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Sec-

tion II, literature is reviewed. Section III presents the proposed

method. Section IV discusses in details experimental set-up,

the dataset and the results are presented in section V. Findings

are discussed in section VI. Finally, we draw conclusions and

suggest future directions in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Facial attribute classification is challenging because facial

attributes vary significantly from one person to another [3].

Face pose angles, different lighting conditions and variety of

clothing such as eyeglasses, caps and jewellery can create

an occlusion. Furthermore, an imbalance in facial attribute

classes makes the classification task challenging. Attribute

classification approaches can be grouped into two categories.

The first category considers the local image patches by feeding

on outputs from attribute detectors. The problem with this

group is the sole reliance on the efficiency of the detection

model [3]. And the second approaches process the global

image to extract the required features and classify the at-

tributes. The latter approaches are more robust and have

provided state-of-the-art performances recently. Furthermore,

global approaches have been implemented as multi-tasking

approaches [3] and in some cases employing specific models

to classify each attribute [12], [20]. More recently, multi-task

models have explored the correlation between attributes to

improve classification performances such as [8].

Multi-task approaches are mostly multi-model and utilise

shared information from related problems. For instance, [12]

proposed the use of a multi-model framework to perform

attributes classification. The framework consists of a face

localisation network (LNet) and an attribute classification

network (ANet) that feeds on a localised face from LNet. Pre-

training both networks differently on a face recognition task

proved to be more efficient than training from scratch. In this

framework, a different SVM is trained for each attribute using

the features extracted. A multi-model approach implements

a different model to classify each attribute which may be

cumbersome when attribute classes are large. However, it can

be effective when considering specific attributes like smile and

gender. Zhang et al. [20] learn to classify gender and smile

attributes from facial images using two separate networks

(GNet and SNet). An exciting part of the study is the use of the

correlation between specific attributes to improve performance

in low data regimes. The two models were pre-trained on

VGG-Faces and CelebA dataset before fine tuning on FotW

dataset in a general-to-specific manner.

Generating specific facial feature in images has many desir-

able applications such as security, fashion and in supporting

other processes such as classification. Conditional GANs (C-

GAN) provides the required feature to generate faces with

specific attributes. For instance, Jon in [4] used a variant of

conditional GANs to generate faces from attribute vectors.

Attributes were used to condition the generator and discrim-

inator but the author was able to control limited attributes

combinations. AC-GANs, on the other hand, possesses some

characteristics of C-GAN specifically conditional image gen-

eration. An extra classification task in AC-GAN re-enforces

class-specific generation and improve sample quality and

diversity. Further research into this area revealed that face

generation with auxiliary classification frameworks mostly rely

on a hybrid approach using an auto-encoder model to learn

or extract features before the GAN model is trained. For

instance, Fine-grained Multi-attribute GAN (FM-GAN) [19]

was used to generate plausible faces with precise age using

facial attributes. The model is a modified AC-GAN that

incorporates attributes into the generator. The authors used

conditional reconstruction of the embeddings and considered

three sets of attributes: age, gender and ethnicity. FM-GAN

was trained on CelebA dataset and the synthesised images that

were used to augment MORPH II dataset. The new dataset

was evaluated using a CNN and results obtained showed that

the classifier performs better when the synthetic samples were

added.

CelebA dataset is one of the most widely used benchmarks

for facial attributes classification and face generation. While

significant achievements have been recorded on this dataset,

some interesting potentials still remain untapped. Hand et

al. [7] pointed out that the dataset is biased towards posed

celebrity images that are not indicative of the real world.

Looking at the attribute distribution across images, we can

see that the dataset is biased towards frontal faces, smiling

and mostly young celebrity pictures. The authors argued that

models trained on this dataset without putting into account

such biases may perform poorly on a different domain. And

balancing by re-sampling a class simply affect other class

distribution as well [7].

III. METHOD

The proposed approach trains a multiple fake classes GAN

on a class imbalance dataset of face images. The trained model

is used to generate plausible samples from the minority class.

The generated minority samples are then used to augment

he original training data to rebalance the dataset. Finally, we

validate the approach on classification task using a CNN.



Multiple fake classes were used to encourage early conver-

gence and improve sample quality. Similar to FSC-GAN[1],

multiple fake classes were prepared from the binary fa-

cial attributes in the dataset CelebA. Real classes/labels are

the attributes from the original training data and the fake

classes/labels are the associated classes/labels of images ob-

tained during the generator training. In the same respect, a

fake facial attribute label for a generated image is obtained

by doubling the size of the label embedding. For instance, the

binary attribute eyeglasses represented as 0100 instead of 01
and the associated fake eyeglasses label would be 0001.

Our GAN model has an auxiliary classifier and is trained

using a modified AC-GAN objective. The discriminator object

maximises the sampling loss and the sum of the classification

loss over real samples and fake samples into the correspond-

ing real or fake classes as shown in equation4 below. The

generator maximises the difference between sampling and the

classification loss of real and fake samples into real classes

only as shown in equation 5.

Ls = E[logP (S = real|Xreal)]

+E[logP (S = fake|Xfake)]
(1)

Lcd = E[logP (C = c|Xreal)]

+E[logP (C ′ = c′|Xfake)]
(2)

Lcg = E[logP (C = c|Xreal)]

+E[logP (C = c|Xfake)]
(3)

LD = Ls + Lcd (4)

LG = Ls − Lcg (5)

Where Xreal and Xfake are the set of real training data

are generated images respectively. C represent real facial

attributes and C ′ represents the associate fake labels. Ls

is the sampling loss which represents the probability of an

image being real or fake, LD is the discriminator loss, and

LG is the generator loss. Our training procedure employs

oversampling to emphasise equal participation of the minority

classes. Algorithm 1 summarises the training procedure of

MFC-GAN.

Both steps and mini steps are hyper-parameters which are

tunable and they control the behaviour of the oversampling

routine. For this experiment, the steps variable was kept at a

value of 1000 and a mini steps of 50 was used. The generator

model has one linear layer and five transpose convolution

layers with strides of two in each layer. Batch normalisation

was used between adjacent layers and all layers were activated

using LeakyRelu apart from the final layer that is sigmoid

activated. The generator takes as input a random noise vector

and the facial attributes as embeddings. The output is a 64×64

coloured image that is sent to the discriminator for training.

The discriminator is trained on two set of images, the real

Algorithm 1 MFC GAN Training procedure

for i < 50000 do

mini batch← next training batch

evaluate LD using mini batch

evaluate LG using mini batch

if i%steps = 0 then

oversample:

for j < kministeps do

mini batch← next minority batch

evaluate LD using mini batch

evaluate LG using mini batch

end for

end if

end for

training samples and the generated samples. The first four

layers are convolution layers with strides of two which are

activated using LeakyRelU and batch normalisation is used

between layers. The final layer is parallel linear layer sigmoid

output and a classification layer. Spectral normalisation [15]

was used in both the generator and the discriminator, and we

also experimented with gradient penalty [6].

IV. EXPERIMENT

Our experiments analyse class-specific image generation

and classification in a class imbalance dataset. Experiments

were conducted on celebrity faces with attributes dataset

(CelebA dataset). We considered two facial attributes namely;

eyeglasses and Goatee as minority classes with 13193 and

12716 instances respectively. Different experiments were car-

ried out on a reduced number of instances in this minority

classes. We considered 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,

5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000 and 10000 minority instances in

different runs. For our image generation experiment, we report

the quality and diversity of the generated minority samples

after each run. For classification experiments, we extend the

training data with generated minority samples from trained

models (AC-GAN and MFC-GAN). Then, a CNN classifier is

trained on the extended dataset and the classification perfor-

mances on the minority classes are reported.

A. Dataset

CelebA was created by annotating images from CelebFaces

dataset with a face bounding box, facial landmarks and at-

tributes annotations. It consists of 202k images with forty

binary facial attributes. CelebA dataset is used as a benchmark

in face detection and facial landmarks detection such as eyes,

nose and mouth and facial attribute classification. CelebA

attributes include curly hair, goatee, bald, male, eyeglasses,

and other fine-grained attributes like wearing lipstick, heavy

make-up, 5 O’clock shadow, arched eyebrows and others.

The multi-label attributes of an image open some interesting

scenarios when investigating the dataset. These includes the

relationship between some attributes such as young and at-

tractive, the biased distribution of attributes across samples and



an unconstrained environment in facial images which creates

variation among similar attributes. For our experiments, the

dataset was used to perform face generation and classification

of facial attributes using low instances in a class. The dataset

was preprocessed by cropping the head region using the face

annotation bounding box and some heuristics. The crop was

made just enough to accommodate the chin to the hair with

ears visible on both sides (where applicable). The cropped

image is then resized to 64×64 image patch. Figures 2 and 1

shows the distribution of attributes in CelebA dataset and sam-

ple images respectively after preprocessing is complete. Prior

to training, the images are normalised and labels preprocessed

as described in section III. The dataset was split into a train

and a test set. The test set is made up of six thousand samples

with an equal number of majority and minority samples.

Fig. 1: Samples images from CelebA dataset after preprocessing.

B. Face Generation from Attributes

Control generation was achieved by conditioning the gen-

erator on attribute labels. Several experiments were carried

out with different number of samples in the minority classes

specifically eyeglasses and goatee classes. For each run, the

MFC-GAN model is trained from the scratch and samples are

generated after the training is completed. A similar experiment

was performed with AC-GAN using goatee and eyeglasses

attributes. We then examine the quality of the generated

samples and how suitable these samples are for augmentation.

Samples are good enough if they are of high quality and the

required minority attribute appears in the image. The quality of

the generated images from the two models is compared using

established qualitative measures. We employ visual inspection

and Frechet Inception Distance (FID) [9] to evaluate the

quality and diversity of MFC-GAN and AC-GAN samples.

A lower FID indicates a better sample quality and diversity.

Visual inspection reaffirms the presence or absence of the

attribute in a generated sample.

C. Facial Attributes Classification

Our classification model is a CNN. The CNN used has the

same structure as the attribute CNN [12]. The attribute CNN

has four convolution layers with max pooling layers between

them. A fully connected layer follows the last convolution

layer with a classifier as the final layer. We used a soft-

max classifier, a filter size of three in all layers and trained

the CNN from scratch as against starting from pre-trained

weight as in [12]. We performed an initial classification of

samples using reduced number of samples in the minority

classes (eyeglasses and goatee). We refer to this experiment as

baseline. The number of samples in the minority classes is then

extended with MFC-GAN generated samples after training

on the same number of minority samples and the classifier

is retrained again. In a similar manner, AC-GAN samples

were also used to extend the training data and the CNN is

trained from scratch. Finally, we report the F1-score and True

positive rate of the classifier on each run. We compare the

performances of the CNN when MFC-GAN samples are added

to when AC-GAN samples are added.

V. RESULT

The experiments conducted were used to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the models on face generation and CNN classifica-

tion with a reduced number of samples in the minority classes.

Hence, we trained AC-GAN & MFC-GAN on the dataset with

varying number of samples in the minority class. Each model

was then used as a source of augmentation samples and the

classifier is retrained for each experiment. Figure 3 shows the

sample data generated from each model by conditioning on

the minority attribute. Tables III and IV analyse further the

quality of generated images obtained during the experiments

using FID metric. The FID was measure by comparing 10k

samples with eyeglasses/goatee from the training data and

generated 10k samples from the models after training using

the approach provided in [9]. The classification results on

the test set are reported in figure 4 which compares the

performance of the baseline classifier and the two models

using varying number of minority classes. Tables I and II

show the true positive rates obtained when the models are

used as augmentation approaches in a classification task. MFC-

GAN samples improved the baseline true positive rates by

rebalancing the dataset particularly in extreme cases while out-

performing AC-GAN in all cases.

VI. DISCUSSION

When the CNN classifier is trained on reduced number

of samples without augmentation, the classifier struggles to

identify any of the minority samples used in the test set. This

behaviour is observed from the true positive rates in tables I, II

& f1-scores from figure 4. However, as the number of minority

samples increases, the performance tends to improve. Reason-

able performance was by the CNN (without augmentation)

was recorded when the number of samples reaches 3k and

for both eyeglasses and goatee attribute. This clearly indicates

that with extreme imbalance classes, training directly on the

dataset yields undesirable results.

Eyeglasses is a more prominent attribute when compared

to goatee and as such better image quality and classification



Fig. 2: The number of samples per attribute class in CelebA dataset.

TABLE I: True positive rate report on eyeglasses classification

Number of samples Baseline AC-GAN MFC-GAN

200 0.0 0.0 0.53

500 0.0 0.0 0.64

1000 0.0 0.0 0.79

2000 0.0 0.0 0.90

3000 0.92 0.0 0.84

4000 0.86 0.0 0.91

5000 0.95 0.0 0.89

6000 0.91 0.71 0.91

7000 0.96 0.75 0.92

8000 0.94 0.86 0.95

9000 0.95 0.78 0.94

10000 0.95 0.89 0.93

performance was obtained on eyeglasses. Generally, both AC-

GAN and MFC-GAN generated realistic samples however,

AC-GAN samples did not fall within the required category.

Whereas MFC-GAN model was able to train on imbalance

classes even in extreme conditions. Moreover, the samples

from MFC-GAN proved to be useful in augmenting the train-

ing samples to boost classification performance. For instance,

with 200 eyeglasses samples, the true positive and f1-score

improved from 0 to 53 and ∼70% respectively.

Augmenting AC-GAN samples into the training set did

not improve the classification accuracy of the CNN in both

TABLE II: True positive rate report on goatee classification

Number of samples Baseline AC-GAN MFC-GAN

200 0.0 0.0 0.0

500 0.0 0.0 0.03

1000 0.0 0.0 0.16

2000 0.17 0.0 0.25

3000 0.35 0.0 0.34

4000 0.44 0.0 0.38

5000 0.47 0.0 0.39

6000 0.53 0.0 0.49

7000 0.62 0.0 0.49

8000 0.62 0.38 0.51

9000 0.63 0.0 0.60

10000 0.72 0.38 0.58

eyeglasses and goatee attributes classification. Moreover, the

worse results were obtained in goatee classification. Visual

observation of the generated images revealed that the model

generated quality samples but were not of the required minor-

ity classes. Adding these samples to the training data confuses

the classification model more particularly when the number

of original samples is small. These samples over-shadow the

real data and prevented the model from understanding the

true discriminative feature/attribute in the samples. However,

with significant real samples in the training data, the effect

of the spurious samples is minimised. This is in line with the



(a) Original sample (b) AC-GAN sample (c) MFC-GAN sample

Fig. 3: Samples were generated after the training is completed. The first row are samples with eyeglasses attributes and the second row
are samples with goatee attribute. The left most are the original eyeglasses samples, in the middle are AC-GAN generated samples and the
third column are the samples generated using MFC-GAN. Samples are generated from training on 10k glasses/goatee instances.

(a) Eyeglasses classification performance (b) Goatee classification performance

Fig. 4: The figure shows the classification performance over varying number of samples in the minority classes and using AC-GAN &
MFC-GAN as the augmentation samples sources. The left figure shows the f1-score of the CNN classifier over reduced eyeglasses attribute
and the right hand side figure shows the f1-score of the classifier over reduced goatee attributes.



TABLE III: Mean Freschet Inception Distance (FID) of generated
images from experiments on different number of samples with eye-
glasses.

Number of samples AC-GAN MFC-GAN

200 72.97 81.26

500 73.51 72.54

1000 72.24 69.65

2000 75.34 83.36

3000 75.58 81.83

4000 73.18 65.31

5000 74.66 68.02

6000 75.38 60.19

7000 71.90 59.64

8000 70.67 70.57

9000 74.69 57.17

10000 73.96 59.34

TABLE IV: Mean Freschet Inception Distance (FID) of generated
image from experiments on different number of samples with goatee.

Number of samples AC-GAN MFC-GAN

200 71.45 65.64

500 68.15 65.80

1000 69.14 69.67

2000 66.62 66.79

3000 58.72 62.56

4000 69.48 62.16

5000 57.06 61.25

6000 70.55 71.35

7000 92.97 61.37

8000 73.29 68.51

9000 60.02 59.69

10000 70.44 61.69

observations by [13] and shows that AC-GAN is inadequate

in capturing the true data distribution in an extreme class

imbalance scenario.

Using generated samples from MFC-GAN for augmenta-

tion, better classification performances were recorded espe-

cially in extreme conditions for both eyeglasses and goatee

experiments. MFC-GAN model trained on two hundred eye-

glasses samples was able to capture the true data distribution

and produced the required minority samples necessary to

improve classification results. Visually observing the samples

in figure 3 shows the presence of the minority attributes

which further explain the improvement in performance. These

samples also hard better mean FID than the samples generated

by AC-GAN as shown in table III and IV. An interesting

behaviour of the MFC-GAN model is that it was able to

associate goatee with only male faces despite training on

female examples. While the model generated both male and

female samples with eyeglasses.

Despite improving classification performance on reduced

number of samples, we observed that augmenting more sam-

ples could not achieve 100% true positive rate even with

10k real samples. We tried to push the results further by

under-sampling the majority class but this did not influence

the results much. We infer that this could be related to the

classification model chosen because no hyper-parameter search

or tuning model was done. In addition, the target of our

experiments was to show the usefulness of our GAN generated

samples and classification was used as an evaluation criterion.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a Multiple Fake Classes Genera-

tive Adversarial Networks (MFC-GAN) that generate samples

from few instances in a class. We apply MFC-GAN on a

face generation task conditioned on facial attributes. Several

experiments were carried out on a reduced number of instances

in the classes of interest. Results obtained showed that MFC-

GAN was able to capture the underlying data distribution

from a class imbalance dataset and generated realistic samples

from the required minority classes. Furthermore, MFC-GAN

samples were used to improve attribute classification in the

minority classes through augmentation. The results obtained

showed that MFC-GAN improved the baseline classification

in extreme imbalance scenario while out-performing AC-GAN

in all cases.

In our future work, we will study the relationship between

attributes and how this relationship affects multi-class imbal-

ance problem. Some of these facial attributes occur consis-

tently alongside each other such as male and goatee, attractive

and young. Others such as beard and sideburns or beard and

moustache frequently occur together in the dataset but are

independent of one another. Trying to improve the number

of samples in such classes using sample generation may

indirectly affect the other. Exploring how an augmentation

model will isolate and maintain a balance between these subtle

attributes will be an interesting research area.
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